The reconstruction of the profile curve of damaged parts in the absence of an original technical drawing is an important process of part repair. Part damages are complicated and changeable. To reduce the material removal rate during repair and maintain a smooth and flawless profile curve after being repaired, a smoothing and reconstruction strategy using a laser displacement sensor to measure the profile curve was proposed in this study. This strategy established an adaptive measurement mechanism by building an automatic measurement motion platform. A staged repair and smoothing strategy of the profile curve measurement data was constructed on the basis of the locally weighted scatterplot smooth. A calculation model of a part repair processing curve was built by using the Akima interpolation. Moreover, a case study was conducted to verify the reconstruction accuracy of the strategy and smoothness of the reconstruction curve. Results demonstrate that the automatic measurement motion platform and adaptive measurement mechanism can realize an adaptive measurement of different profile structural shapes. The staged repair and smoothing strategy can repair the measurement error of profile curve measurement data, profile defects, and other abnormal data while maintaining the smoothness of the profile curve. After repair, the variation range in the measurement data error at different points of the profile curve decrease from (−1.4913, +0.0351) to (−0.3511, +0.3715). Akima interpolation can not only increase the maximum error of the processing curve but also decrease the material removal rate effectively and protect the smoothness of the profile curve. This study provides important guidance to increase the part repair efficiency and accuracy and realize the automatization of part repair.
Introduction
Parts that work in tough environment frequently develop serious abrasion, deformation, and even fracture. This phenomenon is disadvantageous to users and typically brings high economic losses. Repair of damaged parts can not only bring remarkable benefits to enterprises but also effectively prolong the service life of these parts. However, the damaged parts have uncontrollable quality factors and highly complicated shape, size, and structure. As an automation technology, reverse engineering is extensively used in the new part design, existing part reproduction, damaged part repair, digital model verification, and accuracy improvement. This technology has been extensively believed as an important topic in a product design process [1] [2] [3] [4] . When introducing reverse engineering into the repair of damaged parts, an original technical drawing is unnecessary and claims a significantly low time consumed and expenditures, especially to a complicated part model.
In contrast to the traditional design order, reverse engineering starts by acquiring model data through existing part measurement. On this basis, the reconstruction part model exploits CAD/CAM/CAE technologies. Existing measurement methods of parts can be divided into contact and noncontact. The noncontact measurement method is extensively used in the mechanical industry given the protection of an objective surface, high measurement accuracy, and large measurement range [5, 6] . Noncontact measurement in reverse engineering mainly focuses on 2D image processing [7, 8] and 3D scanning data processing [9] [10] [11] . The 2D image measurement method causes missing nominal data considering the inconsistency in reflection light, shooting angle, and focal length, thereby influencing followup data analysis. Thus, this method has high requirements for image acquisition devices. Although the 3D scanning measurement method can acquire detailed features effectively, this method still requires a large data file to store dense point cloud data, which proposes remarkable challenges to computing efficiency and claims high hardware cost. Measurement data quality directly influences the repair quality of parts. In comparison with 2D image and 3D scanning measurements, measurement method based on a single-point laser displacement sensor is widely used in industrial detection given the high measurement accuracy, small data size, favorable frequency response, and insensitivity to environmental light source [12] [13] [14] . The use of the single-point laser displacement sensor for part repair and realization of profile curve measurement and repair and smoothing of measurement data are problems that must be solved urgently. Given that various damaged parts have different profiles, an adaptive trajectory planning of the laser displacement sensor must be established to maintain the target measuring point in the effective measurement range of the laser displacement sensor constantly. Considering laser reflection at the smooth surface, analog-to-digital conversion (ADC), and surface defects of parts, abnormal data in the measurement data are typically observed and must be repaired, smoothed, and reconstructed, thus upholding the consistency of the measurement data with the original curve. Moreover, repair, smoothing, and reconstruction methods of the profile curve must have low computation cost, favorable robustness, and high reliability for online running and adaption to complicated environment.
On this basis, the automatic measurement motion platform and adaptive measurement mechanism based on the laser displacement sensor are constructed. The staged repair and smoothing strategy of profile curve measurement data are investigated on the basis of locally weighted scatterplot smooth (LOWESS). A calculation model of the part repair processing curve is constructed by using Akima interpolation to provide a smoothing and reconstruction method based on the profile curve measured utilizing the laser displacement sensor. Study conclusions offer several references to increase part repair efficiency and accuracy and improve the automatization level of part repair.
State of the art
Considerable studies on profile reconstruction for part repair have been reported. Zheng et al. suggested to acquire wearing positions by comparing point cloud data and nominal model on the basis of reverse engineering technology [15] . These researchers also realized an automatic turbine blade and blisk repair strategy through laser welding and cladding. However, this technology depended on the nominal model and did not study profile smoothness after repair. Gao et al. proposed an integrated adaptive repair method on the basis of reverse engineering for component repair of the aerospace industry [16] . The reconstruction of a solid model did not depend on a nominal model. However, the reconstruction neglected profile smoothness after repair. Moreover, this reconstruction had certain disadvantageous, including time-consuming and poor online performance. Bagci mentioned the advantages of reverse engineering technologies in part repair and reproduction through three application cases [17] . Reverse engineering could reconstruct the continuous surface model of C1 without the original CAD model. However, automatizing the repair process was not studied, and the applied surface reconstruction algorithm reported low repair efficiency. Yilmaz et al. presented a repair strategy for complicated geometric parts and expensive components on the basis of the reverse engineering technology [18] . This strategy integrated noncontact digital measurement, adaptive free-form surface reconstruction, and multiaxis milling and realized the adaptive measurement of the data model. However, the applied surface modeling method presented a low automation degree and was unsuitable for online repair. On the basis of structural restoration method, Shen et al. constructed a high-quality 3D model using low-quality data from a consumption-level scanning device [19] . This model has achieved a solid modeling of the assembly from local to global and from upper to bottom of a defined part. However, this reconstruction method was inapplicable to parts with unknown structures. Jones et al. proposed the flexible precise reproduction system for repair of damaged parts that integrate laser cladding, mechanical processing, and online scanning [20] . However, these researchers used a contact measurement with poor efficiency and automatization level. Wu et al. introduced geometric reconstruction methods and repair algorithms for repairing turbine components [21] . These researchers emphasized that data sharing in a highly efficient and accurate geometric reconstruction algorithm and the repair process are two important research directions of turbine component repair in the future. Wilson et al. acquired the parameterized repair quantity through the Boolean operation between the original defect and the reconstruction models and realized the turbine airfoil defect repair on the basis of a semiautomatic geometric reconstruction algorithm and laser rapid prototyping [22] . However, this repair method had several disadvantages, such as large calculation load, low automation degree, and low repair efficiency. Zhuo et al. suggested to calculate the damaged part repair model through the difference chart between the reconstruction and the nominal models, thereby determining the repairing robot processing path [23] . However, this method depended on the nominal model, had low repair efficiency, and easily caused poor repair accuracy given inconsistency between the reconstruction and nominal model coordination systems. Huang et al. proposed a method for crude extraction of damage boundaries based on curvature features, fine extraction of damaged boundaries based on vertex normal vector features, and key characteristic size extraction of damage boundaries [24] . Moreover, these researchers reproduced damaged parts through laser cladding. However, the operation was relatively complicated and showed low automatization level. Li et al. put forward the repair strategy that integrates 3D surface data collection, nominal model reconstruction, fine registration, extraction of additive/subtractive repair, tool path generation, and actual machining process to increase reliability and efficiency of the manual repair process [25] . However, this strategy was challenged by big 3D surface data, complicated calculations, and low automation level. Sokół et al. repaired damaged parts in the assembly process through digital reverse modeling and 3D printing technologies [26] . However, these researchers did not analyze the smoothness of the model surface. The repair process claimed high labor operation intensity, thereby indicating low repair efficiency. Zhang et al. proposed an automatic damaged surface modeling method [27] , which extracted missing volume through a ray casting method, generated tool path, and repaired the missing volume through laser metal deposition forming. This method depended on the nominal model. The repair algorithm was relatively complicated and achieved low repair efficiency. Zheng et al. repaired the damaged parts by using a coordinate measuring machine, defect model reconstruction, and decision-making for process selection for the repair [28] . However, the adaptive measurement remains unexplored, and the measurement efficiency was low. The conclusion drawn from this research had not been applied to practical engineering.
These research findings are mainly related to surface point cloud acquisition in part repair, 3D solid model reconstruction, repair technology selection, and tool path generation. However, adaptive profile data acquisition of laser displacement sensor and smoothing and reconstructing the profile curve, especially surface repair of smooth rotational parts, have been rarely studied. In the present study, the measurement motion platform and adaptive measurement mechanism are constructed using laser displacement sensor, motion control card (MCC), axis of movement, and industrial personal computer (IPC). The staged repair and smoothing strategy of the profile curve measurement data are established by the LOWESS. Finally, the calculation model of the part repair processing curve is constructed through Akima interpolation. The results provide references for an automatic smooth rotary surface repair.
The remainder of this study is organized as follows. Section 3 describes the measurement motion platform and adaptive measurement mechanism. The staged repair and smoothing strategy of the profile curve measurement data based on the LOWESS and the calculation model of the part repair processing curve based on Akima interpolation are constructed. Section 4 analyzes the constructed adaptive measurement mechanism, staged repair and smoothing strategy, and calculation model of the part repair processing curve based on the hub end surface repair. The feasibility and validity of the smoothing and reconstruction strategy on the basis of the measurement profile curve of the laser displacement sensor in a part repair are verified. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions.
Methodology

Profile curve measurement
The smooth rotational part surface repair is generally realized by turning along the profile curve. The motion platform structure of profile curve measurement is illustrated in Fig. 1 . This structure is composed of integrating the IPC, MCC that contains the ADC module, laser displacement sensor, and axis of motion. 
where ( ) , c c c P x z is the current coordinate value of the X and Z axes. c m is the current ADC value, which represents the current measurement value of the laser displacement sensor. Therefore, 1 P is the measured value of the profile curve at the starting point s P , whereas K P is the measured value of the profile curve at the finishing point f P . To protect the validity of the measured value of the laser displacement sensor, target measuring points on the profile curve must be made into the effective measurement range determined by the negative and positive limit positions of the laser displacement sensor in each measurement. Thus, the adaptive point-by-point measurement mechanism of the profile curve is constructed (Fig. 2) . With each movement to the next measuring point, the Z-coordinate can be shifted in accordance with the measured value of the current laser displacement sensor, thus realizing the adaptive measurement of the profile curve. The adaptive point-bypoint measurement steps of the profile curve are introduced as follows: Step 1) The coordinate values of s P and f P are set, and the axis of motion is moved to s P . Meanwhile, k is set to 1.
Step 2) k P is calculated, and the measured step length x Δ from the interaction interface is read, thus calculating the 
Then, k has achieved an auto-increment.
Step 3) n x in n P is judged if higher than f x in f P . If yes, then the coordinate axis is moved to f P , and the measured value k P (equivalent to K P ) is calculated. At this point, the overall curve of the damaged parts has finished the adaptive measurement. Otherwise, go to Step 2).
Measurement data repair and smoothing
Given that parts have defect regions and the reflection by the smooth part surface and ADC can easily cause measurement errors, measured data of a profile curve are frequently mixed with abnormal data. Thus, considerable errors of local changes between the measurement and the nominal curves are present. These errors not only lead to high material removal rate and low structural strength at a repair but also cause uneven and unacceptable part surface after the repair. Therefore, the repair and smoothing of abnormal data are necessary. Given that the repair must be used in an online complicated environment, the repair and smoothing algorithm of abnormal data must have the advantages of low calculation cost, favorable robustness, and high reliability. Therefore, the staged repair and smoothing strategy depicted in Fig. 3 is used to increase the consistency between the profile and nominal curves and maintain the part smoothness. The staged repair and smoothing strategy are realized on the basis of the LOWESS. The LOWESS can not only repair measurement data containing measurement error and surface defects but also be used in measured data smoothing [29] [30] . The staged repair and smoothing strategy realize the measured data repair and smoothing of the profile curve on the basis of the repair and smoothing of local data segments. The local data segments are determined by the initial index value b and the final index value e , where 1 K b e ≤ < ≤ . The LOWESS repairs and smoothes i z of different i P in the local data segments through the locally weighted linear regression, where b i e ≤ ≤ . i z at different points after repair and smoothing is determined by the Z-coordinate j z of the adjacent points in the span s . In the LOWESS, the initial weight j ω of the adjacent points is calculated by the tricube function in Eq. (3):
where m d is the maximum distance between i z in the span s along the Z-direction and the adjacent point j z . On this basis, regression estimation can be implemented using j ω , and the residual error i r is calculated. The calculation formula of a robust estimated weight i δ in Eq. (4) is gained.
where n is the number of measured data points in the span s , and median is the median filtering. Subsequently, the absolute value i Δ of the error of i z at different points before and after the LOWESS is calculated. Then, the maximum m Δ among i Δ is calculated. Furthermore, all repair and smoothing points and i Δ of all points are presented in the linear diagram. The repair and smoothing results are judged as either satisfying or not. If yes, then end the repair and smoothing. Otherwise, b , e , and s are reset for additional stages of repair and smoothing by using the LOWESS. Through the staged repair and smoothing, the measurement error of the Z-coordinate of the profile curve and defect data is repaired and smoothed. Moreover, the maximum error between the profile and the nominal curves decreases dramatically.
Reconstruction of the profile curve
The measured data of the profile curve have been repaired and smoothed by the staged repair and smoothing strategy. However, the measurement step length is unsuitable to be used as the processing step length directly. Thus, an interpolation of the repair and smoothing curve is required to reconstruct the profile curve that is appropriate for the processing step length. The reconstructed profile curve must be consistent with the repair and smoothed data, and no local concaves or convexes are permitted. Therefore, the Akima interpolation is used for reconstructing the profile curve. Akima interpolation constructs the segmented cubic polynomial between every two adjacent interpolation points i P and 1 i P + . Moreover, it passes through every interpolation point i P strictly, thus preventing unnatural wiggles [31] [32] . The use of Akima interpolation on the repair and smoothing data can reconstruct a smooth and flawless profile curve. In Akima interpolation, the coefficients in the polynomial are determined in accordance with the coordinate value and slope of relevant i P and 1 i P + . The slope i t of Point i P is determined locally by using five adjacent points with i P in the center and can be calculated using Eq. (5):
where i u is the slope of the segment 1 i i PP + and can be expressed as follows:
When calculating the starting and finishing points of the profile curve, several hypotheses are established to 0 u , 1 u − , K u , and K+1 u .
In conclusion, during Akima interpolation, a cubic polynomial in each segment between i P and 1 i P + can be expressed as follows:
( )
Thus far, the complete smooth profile curve is reconstructed to the part repair. Each interpolation points on the curve are only influenced by locally adjacent six points. When the reconstructed profile curve is adopted for processing, the renewal parts can be gained.
Result Analysis and Discussion
The feasibility and validity of the proposed strategy are verified by the hub end surface repair. Automobiles have become an important transportation tool. With the rapid development of the automobile industry, the aluminum alloy wheel hub has become safe, comfortable, convenient, and flawless; furthermore, it is highly appreciated by numerous consumers [33] . However, a hub will surely be scratched, worn, or damaged after being used extensively. Therefore, hub repair is an urgent demand. Hub repair frequently lacks an original technical drawing. Under this circumstance, the traditional hub repair mainly uses a numerically controlled (NC) lathe for processing and constructs a processing curve manually on the basis of operation experiences with low operational efficiency and strong human influences. Consequently, a large error between the processing and the original curves is present, thereby resulting in a large material removal rate and poor smoothness and appearance of an end surface after repair.
On the basis of the measurement motion platform structure proposed in Section 3.1, the measurement motion platform of the hub end surface profile is constructed by retrofitting the NC lathe (Fig. 4) . The hub is installed on the platform shaft and laser displacement sensor on the tool carrier of the platform; this set up is convenient for assembly and disassembly. During repair processing, a hub end surface turning can be performed by replacing the laser displacement sensor with a turning tool, thus indicating a high working efficiency. Subsequently, the hub repair of a presupposed end surface profile curve is used as the study case. After damaging the hub end surface, its profile curve is measured through the adaptive point-by-point measurement mechanism discussed in Section 3.1. During the measurement, the measurement step length is set at a constant of 0.25 mm, and the K value reaches 3301 after the measurement. The original curve, measurement curve of the hub, and their errors are demonstrated in Fig. 5 . The measured profile curve contains flat and steep sections. However, it can accomplish a measurement adaptively on the measurement motion platform, without any artificial intervention. The Z-coordinate error at different measuring points changes between −1.4913 and +0.0351 mm. The measurement error is different at various positions. In particular, given that a damaged region on the hub is present, the Z-coordinate error is significantly higher in i P than in the rest of the positions when i x is between (75,85) and (135, 155) . Furthermore, if the only error caused by a laser reflection is considered, then a large error at points with the Z-coordinate changes more violently than the adjacent points, such as when i
x is between 30 and 45. The unevenly distributed Z-coordinate error and defects will cause poor hub appearances, such as convexes or concaves, after processing. Moreover, it will increase the material removal rate significantly. The measurement data cannot be used directly in generating the processing curve. Thus, the repair and smoothing of the measurement data mixed with abnormal data are required. In accordance with the staged repair and smoothing strategy presented in Section 3.2 and the process summarized in Table 1 , the staged repair and smoothing of the hub end surface profile measurement data are implemented using the LOWESS. In each repair stage, only b , e , and s need to be set to different values and execute the LOWESS until the requirement is satisfied. The operation is simple, and the calculation efficiency is high. The repair process covers nine stages. The first six stages are mainly used to repair and smooth defects and errors on the profile curve, whereas the other three stages mainly realize the repair and smoothing of the whole curve. The contrast analysis results between the measurement and the original curves are exhibited in Fig. 6 . The measurement curve remains consistent with the original curve, thereby indicating that the defects at the flat and steep regions are repaired, without distorting the global convex and concave characteristics of the curve. The maximum error of the Zcoordinate is decreased significantly. Errors at different measurement points change between −0.3511 and +0.3715 mm, thus indicating the low material removal rate in the repair. In conclusion, the staged repair and smoothing strategy can realize the repair and smoothing of different types of profile curves, including flat, steep, concave, convex, and combined. This strategy is characterized by high repair quality, wide application range, and high reliability. Given that the measurement step length is too long to be used directly for processing, the Akima interpolation discussed in Section 3.3 is used to reconstruct the profile curve. The interpolation step length is set to 0.01 mm. The comparison between the reconstruction and the original profile curves is displayed in Fig. 7 . Given that the Akima interpolation passes through each interpolation point strictly, the reconstruction profile curve is consistent with the repaired and smoothed profile curve. The Z-coordinate error curves are also consistent, and the error ranges from −0.3511 mm to +0.3715 mm. The maximum error is not increased. Evidently, the reconstruction profile curve based on the Akima interpolation is characterized by high reconstruction accuracy, minimal calculation cost, and high reliability. In Fig. 8 , the first-order numerical differentiation curve changes continuously in full length, thereby indicating that the reconstruction curve is smooth. The hub end surface repair based on the reconstructed curve can contribute a flawless and smooth surface, consistent with the original curve. Therefore, this reconstruction method will not increase the maximum error of the Z-coordinate of the curve and protects the smoothness of the reconstruction curve. 
Conclusions
To improve the repair quality and efficiency of a smooth part surface and disclose the relationship between a smooth profile curve measurement and reconstruction, this study analyzed the adaptive measurement, repair, smoothing, and curve reconstruction of smooth rotary parts on the basis of LOWESS and Akima interpolation theories. The following conclusions could be drawn:
(1) The measurement strategy based on the laser displacement sensor can adaptively measure the profile curve. However, the measurement data cannot be used directly for curve reconstruction and repair.
(2) The staged repair and smoothing strategy based on the LOWESS can effectively repair and smooth the abnormal data caused by the measurement error and profile defects, reduce the error between the repaired and the original curves, and decrease the difficulties in following up profile reconstruction.
(3) The profile curve can be reconstructed through Akima interpolation, thus obtaining a smooth repaired curve. In addition, the maximum error between the measurement and the original curves is not increased.
This study combines experiment and theoretical analysis and proposed a profile curve repair, smoothing, and reconstruction method using a laser displacement sensor. The construction platform is efficient and reliable. It provides an important guidance for improving part repair efficiency and accuracy and enhancing the automation level of part repair. In this study, the relationship between the measurement step length and the repair and smoothing effects is not analyzed in detail. The optimal selection of the measurement step length can be studied by designing a fullfactor experiment in the future.
